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Values Lessons 

The Coast Salish people lived and worked together following the philosophy of seven 
main values as outlined in the following pages. Throughout the study of this unit it 
is hoped that the students will learn the importance of these values and how by 
following them, the Salish people were able to live in harmony with nature and each 
other. 

As classes progress through this unit, reference to these values should be made by 
discussing examples of how the Salish people demonstrated them in their daily lives 
(eg. hunting, cooperatively together and sharing their kill etc.). 

It is also hoped that students will be able to formulate their own personal code of 
values and will develop an understanding and appreciation of why values are 
important to the survival of all societies, how values can be different and how and 
why they might change. 

Values lessons masters for value cards provided in appendix A. 
Side A - information for students 
Side B -additional information for teachers 

Master # 1 (Side A) 

1. Respect for Elders

Elders are people who have lived a long time. They have a strong and
powerful inner spirit. Being close to an Elder can strengthen the spirit of
those around them. Elders use their experience and knowledge to help others
solve problems. They advise and guide people and are honoured and
respected for their great wisdom and understanding.

(Side B) 
Who are the Elders? 

- people who have lived a long time and have acquired knowledge helpful to others.
- they have a strong and powerful inner spirit
- being close to an Elder can strengthen the inner spirit of those around them.
-they are usually kind, helpful, wise, but forceful in expression and action.
- Elders are leaders, teachers, guides, councillors, doctors, judges, and spiritual
leaders.

Why are they honoured and respected 

- they have empathy, a deep compassion and understanding of the problems of
others.
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- often they have overcome great hardships and use their experience and knowledge
to help others realize their inner strength and potential.
- they advise and guide people through difficult times.
- they are honoured and respected for their wisdom, knowledge and special abilities.
- they are great teachers and problem solvers.
- they are committed to helping others

How is Respect Shown for an Elder? 

- in an Eider's presence, others are quiet and respectful.
-respect is demonstrated by never looking an Elder directly in their eye, but rather
looking down or to one side.
- pointing a finger or raising a voice at an Elder is not permitted as these are signs
of aggression.
- Elders are held in a position of honour at all times.
- during feasts Elders are always served first.
- an Eider's needs are taken care of before all others.
- Elders are valued as contributing members of the community.

What Do Elders Do? 

- Elders are special people that others turn to in times of need.
- Elders are patient with others.
- Elders are good listeners and offer support and advice.
- Elders are understanding and empathetic and help others solve problems.
- Elders provide knowledge, guidance, advice, support, and direction to the young.
- Elders are always there in times of need
-Elders set examples.
- Elders share their knowledge.
- Elders help others to realize their potential and to develop pride and confidence in
themselves.

Master #2 (Side A) 

2. Listening

Listening was a very important skill for all Salish people. They did not learn
life's lessons in a classroom. They learned how to survive by listening to the
Elders who were their teachers and by experiencing things for themselves.
They learned from their environment which was their classroom.

(Side B) 
Survival 

-Salish people learned from Elders by being careful listeners.
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-Elders taught the young people how to hunt, fish, gather and preserve food, build
homes, make tools, clothing and how to provide for themselves and their families to
ensure survival.
- young people learned under the guidance of Elders by following their examples.
- at age 14 or 15 most young people had learned enough survival skills to be
valuable contributors to the family economy.
- often after the main meal Elders would demonstrate skills such as wool spinning
or net making and tell stories.

History 

-Eider's stories and legends taught the young people about their history.
-legends not only told of the past but also taught important life lessons to help the
younger generation understand and appreciate values and traditions that could be
related to present times.
-many stories included a moral and set examples of behavior and attitudes that the
younger generation was expected to learn.

-families had special stories about their personal history that the Elder would
relate.
-everyone listened quietly while the Elders spoke.
- knowledge was passed on to the younger people through careful listening to the
Elders.

Master #3 (Side A) 

3. Cooperation

Cooperation among all Salish people was important for their survival. Men
and women worked together side by side helping one another. Many hands
were needed to raise the posts and roof beams of a house, to hunt for, gather
and preserve food and to off er protection, safety, security and support. Salish
people understood that they needed to help one another and depended on
each other for survival.

(Side B) 
Why Cooperation was Vital to the Survival of the Salish People. 

-for survival
-to provide protection, support, security.
- to build homes.
- to fall large trees for use in canoe and house building.
- to hunt for, gather, and preserve food.

-to provide support during difficult times such as death.
- to provide support during celebrations, births, naming ceremonies, potlatching.
- to settle differences.
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- to pass on knowledge and values.
- for trading purposes.
- all of these activities required the cooperation of everyone.

Master #4 (Side A) 

4. Sharing

Coast Salish people understood the importance of sharing. Each Salish
person had a special gift, skill or talent that they shared among their people.
Hunters and fishermen shared their catch. Weavers shared blankets and
clothing. Tool makers shared tools. Elders shared knowledge. Children
shared their joy of living and learning. They depended on each other to share
their special skills in order to survive.

(Side B) 
Sharing was essential to the survival of the Coast Salish People 

- food was shared.
- when a hunter caught a deer it was shared by all as were fish, herbs, medicines,
vegetables, etc.
- people developed special skills such as basket weaving, tool making, etc. with the
finished products being shared.
- fishing and hunting areas were shared among families.
- during difficult times more prosperous families shared with the less fortunate to
ensure everyone's survival.
- special information and knowledge was shared among families.
- homes were shared among members of the extended families.
- responsibility for the provision of life's necessities was shared by all people.
- everyone, young and old, contributed to the survival of all
- nations from different areas traded their goods to accommodate their needs (eg.
camas bulbs or medicines were traded for mountain goat hair from Sechelt).
- sharing was not done with the lazy.

Master #5 (Side A) 

5. Non-Interference

Coast Salish people lived together with members of their extended families
sharing the same house. It was very important that each member of the
household respect everyone's right for privacy. Coast Salish people did not
use the belongings of another person without permission. Families living
together sometimes had disagreements. The Elders acted as judges to help
solve the problems. Other people did not interfere.
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{Side B) 
Privacy 

- many people in the extended family shared the same house and it was important
for all to respect each other's privacy.
- when families had disagreements no one interfered except the Elders who acted as
judges and settled matters.
- young people obeyed requests from older siblings and adults.
- nosiness was discouraged.
- self-discipline was required to maintain non-interference.

Belongings 

- it was important for Coast Salish people to respect each others belongings and
possessions were never borrowed without the owner's permission.
- if an item was damaged or lost the owner's family would have to go without until it
could be replaced (tools etc. took special skills and a long time to make and
everything was valued and carefully maintained).
- borrowing rights were only granted to those ready to learn the skills required to
properly use and care for the item.

Master #6 (Side A) 

6. Extended Family

Coast Salish families extended beyond grandparents, parents, brothers,
sisters, aunts, uncles, and cousins. When a couple married the relatives of
both the man and the woman became members of the extended family. Every
family member connected to the couple was now related.

(Side B) 
Extended Family 

- extended family consisted of grandparents, parents, siblings, aunts, uncles,
cousins, their families and all relatives connected through marriage.
- distant relatives were often met at potlatches.
- if a person married someone from a distant tribe he/she acquired fame (the greater
the distance, the greater the fame).
- marriages to members of distant nations provided more opportunities for new
trading connections.
- extended family members provided support, knowledge, friendship, help etc.

Master #7 (Side A) 

7. Know Yourself

Coast Salish people believed that the Creator gave each person a special gift,
talent or skill. Elders guided young people through many
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experiences as they tried to discover what their unique gift was. It was 
important for each young person to know and develop his/her abilities and 
gifts and to respect other people's talents. 

(Side B) 
Know YourseH 

- each person was unique with special gifts being granted to them by the Creator.
- young people developed their skills as they grew up.
- during their teens young people participated in rites of passage.
- girls went to a special place at the back of the house and were often tended to by an
aunt. Usually the father's sister or cousins brought food and water, helped bathe
the girl and counselled her in the change to womanhood.
- boys went into the woods to fast, pray, practice survival skills.
- during this isolation period spirit helpers would guide young people in the
identification of their special gifts and talents.
- after feasting, ritual bathing in cold, running water, scrubbing the body with
hemlock boughs and praying , young people would discover their "gift" during a
dream state (eg. if they saw or heard a woodpecker this could be interpreted as a
sign that they should become a carver or canoe builder, a vision of a wolf might
mean they should become a hunter).
- this dream experience was a very private matter and it was only shared with an
Elder who helped interpret the "message".
- sometimes if many visions were experienced it might mean that the person had the
special insight to become a "snam" or doctor.
- this journey toward self-knowledge was an important rite of passage for all young
people and was taken very seriously.
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Coast Salish History 

Lesson#l Values 

Objectives: 

1. Define a value
2. Students identify personal values

Materials: 

1. KWL chart
2. Scroll form

Procedure: 

1. Discuss with the class the definition of a value.
* Students may wish to look up the definition of value in the dictionary.

2. Develop a "K.WL" chart using student suggestions.

Chart: 
Values 

What I Know What I Wonder What I Learned 
(This section 
to be completed 
at the end of the unit). 

3. After defining what a value is, class continues discussion.
- Why did values originate?
- Why are values important?
- How are values taught, learned, encouraged, enforced?
- Why do values change, etc?

4. Students work individually to identify seven values that are important to
them and write them on an individual scroll. This scroll will be kept so that
the students can refer to them. They will review their seven personal values
at the completion of the unit and may or may not decide to change them or
make additions. At the completion of the unit the students could write a new
value scroll and compare it to their original. Did their ideas change? If so,
how and why? etc.

Scrolls can be shared and discussed in small groups or with the class. They
can also be displayed. Students should discuss how their scrolls should be
designed, decorated, and displayed.

Optional Suggestion: Some students may wish to keep their scrolls private.
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Example of student scroll: 

My Personal Values 

1. Honesty

2. Respect

3. Sharing

4. Helpfulness

5. Cooperation

6. etc.

Date: 

Signature: 

(Have students explain in more 
detail). 
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Lesson#2 Values 

Objectives: 

1. Introduce and discuss the Salish value system.

Materials: 

1. teacher made value cards (headings only) masters provided in Appendix A
2. headings and definitions in Appendix A

Procedure: 

1. Display seven laminated value cards with headings only.

Sample: Respect for Elders 
(Students write their definitions 
on cards with water soluble pens.) 

2. 

3. 

Headings on Cards 

Card#l 
#2 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#6 
#7 

Respect for Elders 
Listening 
Cooperation 
Sharing 
Non-Interference 
Extended Family 
Know Yourself 

Read through the card headings with the class explaining that these are the 
values that the Salish people lived by. 

Divide class into seven groups and give each group a value headinfl card. Ask
the groups to develop a definition for their value card that they wi share 
with the class. Students write their group's definition on the card with water 
soluble pens (ie. ResisT.t for Elders: students write down their ideas of what
they think this means . 

Students may accompany their definitions with word lists or pictures. 
Students may role play to explain their definitions. 

4. Groups share their definitions with the class and discuss.

5. Display student value definition cards next to the Salish value definition
cards and discuss and compare as a class or in groups. 
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Example: 

RESPECT FOR ELDERS 

Student's 
Definition Card 

RESPECT FOR ELDERS 

Actual 
Definition Card 

Are these values still important today? Why? 
If people were to practice a specific value today, what would their behaviour 
look like? 

While studying this unit have students refer to these values and discuss examples of 
Salish activities that represent these values. 
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Lesson #1 Shelter: Summer and Winter Dwellings 

Overview of Shelter Lessons 

Shelter Section has been divided into: 

1. Types of shelter during winter and summer seasons and the method of
construction prior to European influence (1850) of longhouse.

2. Location of village sites of the N anoose/N anaimo Bands, prior to European
contact, and the economic reasons for the locations.

3. Comparing old village and structural dwellings with today's shelter and
reserve setting.

Objectives: 

1. Examine the shelters used during the summer and winter.
2. To learn step by step procedures for building a longhouse.

Materials: 

1. Pictures of shelters Oonghouse and lean-to) Page 14, 15.
2. Sort and predict strips (master) Page 32
3. House raising diagrams page 16

Procedure: 

1. Have students share their knowledge of Coast Salish shelters.

2. Examine pictures.

3. Brainstorm in cooperative groups or with the class.
Who used the shelters?
When were they used?
Where were they built and why?
What are they made of and why?
Where did the materials originate?
How were they built?
How many people were involved with the building?

4. Divide students into groups of four. Give each group an envelope of sort and
predict strips (master page 32). Students arrange strips on desks in correct
order. Correct order reveals the step by step procedure of building a
longhouse. When groups are completed students share their ideas with class.
When all students and teacher reach a consensus about the order, then strips
can be pasted onto paper.
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5. Optional. Give groups labelled house raising diagrams (page 17 and 18).
Have students write a short description of what is happening in each sketch
and why? Discuss ideas with class.

6. Teacher refers to resource information on summer shelters (lean-to) Discuss
with class.
* Note: Lean-to was a portable shelter, usually temporary so people could
travel to fishing, hunting, food gathering areas at appropriate times.
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Summer Dwelling 

Materials Used 

Cedar bark and 
tuli mats over 
a pole framework 
or in some 
locations cedar 
planks over a 
permanent 
framework. 

_,. 

Method of Building 

Tie poles together 
a top, in circle. Lay 
mats over frame. 

Same as winter house 
but much smaller and 
no potlatch platforms or 
totem painting. 

Richer families used 
planks from longhouse to 
build slimmer home #2 
rather than mats or skins. 
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,!£inter DwelliI]g 

Large, extended 

family houses. 

Planks tied to 

upright cedar 

posts of huge 

size. Cross 

beams very long 

firm beams. 

Upright poles held 

walls of cedar planks 

in place. Inside 

had sleeping platform 

all around walls. 

Fires in center 

of floor. 

..... ------""'!:::,, 
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The Uprights 

P. . ✓ z�� 

HOUSE RAISING 

. /' c.a..' 
The above sketch shows the raising of an upright pole. A hole is dug where the pole 
is to stand. Its straight side, {a), (b), being the outside of the house. A plank 
prevents the post gouging this side. 

The side of the hole facing the inside of the house is a gentle slant, {a), {c). The post 
is pushed until the lower end slides to the bottom of this slant. Then, a log notch is 
rolled against it, forcing the post to straighten while the men at {e) and the men at 
(0 push and pull to help the upright into position. 

-

After the house posts are firmly in place, the roof beams {c) are slid up the inclined 
pole (e), which forces (0 to rise. The movement is slow, as with each rise another 
blocking pole (h), has to be placed in position to enable the men with the lever pole 
to adjust the lever and fulcrum (d). When the pole has dropped into the top of the 
house, post {a), the men will lever the other end of the roof beam {c), into place. 
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The Uprights 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

slanted hole 
plank 
log 
house post 

HOUSE RAISING FOR STEP 5 LESSON #1 

4-" 

/l \

Study the pictures carefully. 
In your own words, describe

t

what these Salish people are 
doing? Why? 
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a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

house post 
skid poSt 
roofbeam 
support log 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #1

TREE cUTflNG WITH FIRE 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #2 

PLANK MAKING USING WEDGES AND STONE MAUL 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #3 

SPLITTING PLANKS FROM STANDING TREE 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #4 
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FRAME STRUCTURE OF NANAIMO HIP ROOFED HOUSE SHOWING 

SLEEPING PLATFORMS AND WALL 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #5 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #6 

WALL PLANKS BETWEEN UPRIGHT POLES 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #7 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #8 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #9 
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HOUSE POSTS 
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House Post Chemainus River, 
Arthur Church Photo 
1903 B.C. Prov. Museum ) 

House Post at 
L:,_ Quaminchan, H.I. Smith 
'\ 1929 National Museum of 

Man, Ottawa #72854 

0 

., 

0 

0 

0 

I
h 

I

I 
. �I 

Inside House Post at 
Qualmichan H.I. Smith 1929 
National Museum ofMna, Ottawa
#72865 

I 

I 
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Shelter Reference Sheet #10

, 

-

Summer Encampment
(Like at Newcastle or Gabriola)



STLIIL'UP 

DEPARTUREBAYBEFORE1840 

Shelter - Section #2 of Overview 
Reference Sheet for overhead. 

How is this scene different than the Departure Bay we know of today? 
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Steps for Building a Longhouse (Master copy for duplication 
in procedure #4) 

A family would hold a feast to announce the intention to build a longhouse. 

An area was chosen to build the longhouse on. It was cleared of stones, roots, and 
other objects that were in the way. This work was done by women. 

The men went to the forest to search for suitable trees to use as the huge supporting 
posts of the longhouse. They also looked for trees to make long poles (roof beams) to 
support the roof. They tried to find dry, dead trees. Bark was stripped from the 
trees so that they would dry more quickly. 

The trunk of the chosen tree was partially chopped away using axes and chisels. A 
controlled fire was started in the chiselled out space. Fire was controlled using wet 
moss and sods. The fire was doused and the charred wood removed to weaken the 
trunk. Sometimes this procedure had to be repeated before the tree would finally 
fall. 

Branches were removed from the trees. Planks were made by splitting the tree 
using yew wood wedges knotted tightly around the top with cedar bark to stop them 
from cracking. The wedge was pounded into the tree with a stone hammer or maul 
and the plank began to split away from the trunk. Wedges were also made of elk 
antler tines. 

The support posts and planks were usually towed by water to the place where the 
longhouse was to be built. This site was usually close to the beach. 

Holes were dug about 4 1/2 meters apart. The huge house posts were carefully 
placed in the holes. When the framework of posts, beams, and rafters were 
completed the roof planks were laid. Great wall planks were lashed between wall 
poles. The walls looked like a closed venetian blind when in place. 

The inside of the longhouse was completed. 
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Shelter • Section 2 of Overview 

Location of Villages: 

* (Use same lesson formula for Nanaimo and Nanoose,just follow the correct
corresponding reference sheets)

Objectives: 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

To familiarize students with the original N anaimo/N anoose village sites. 
To compare ancient village sites with today's landmarks. 
To define the meaning of the words Nanaimo/Nanoose. 
To plot boundaries of the old N anaimo/N anoose territories. 

Materials: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

Map of old Nanaimo/Nanoose (teacher's copy) 
Map of old Nanaimo/Nanoose for student's (run off blank student's copy). 
Teacher's reference copies of maps of villages of N anaimo/N anoose with 
location and economic reason for 
Hand-out (blank student's copy of village worksheets). 

Procedure: 

1. Discuss with students:

What does Nanaimo (Sne-Ney-Muxw) mean?
- (meeting place of 5 tribes).

What does Nanoose (Snaw-Naw-As) mean? 
- (a place that goes in, inland)

Where were Nanaimo's boundaries? 
- Gabriola pass between DeCourscy Is. to Pyladies Rd., north to Brickyard Rd.
(just north of Piper's Lagoon).

What were Nanoose's boundaries? 
- From Piper's Lagoon north to include French Creek and to Columbia Beach.

2. Give each student a copy of a blank map of the area you're studying. Using
your teacher's copy point out the village sites on the map and ask for the
students opinions for the economic reasons each site was used.
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3. 

4. 

Display present day maps and ask students to identify on their maps modern 
landmarks that are located where the old village sites existed. 

After collecting information on the locations of village sites have students 
reconstruct a model of an old village. Be sure to include the economic reasons 
for development of that village (eg. if it was a clam digging area). Students 
may choose to refer to longhouse or lean-to data sheets to help build their 
models. (Teacher's may choose to do these models in cooperative groups). 

Villages of Nanaimo Teacher's Reference 

Location of Sites (with reference to today's landmarks) 

Summer 
- Outer shores of Gabriola also over to village on Fraser River near New
Westminister for sockeye run.
- On Gabriola sites where Entrance Point is looking to lighthouse. (Pilot Bay)
- Late February - March to early August False Narrows for clam digging Tl'aal'txw
AND Senewellets and at Saysetsen at the south end of Newcastle Island. Many
women dug clams or later camas bulbs while the men fished cod, salmon (blueback).

Economic reasons for Location 

Fishing: (cod, salmon) drying and smoking for winter 
Clams: eaten fresh, also cooked, dried and strung for winter chowder. 
Cedar bark taken end of February for working into clothing, rope, baskets. During 
June, July, & August some families crossed to Fraser River for fish. 

Winter 
September to November at Nanaimo River 

November, December, January at Stl'i'lep, Departure Bay and Putquam, Skwacuma 
and Soliquam the present N anaimo Indian Village site. 

By early February many families went to the lagoon to take herring in great 
numbers. These were eaten fresh or smoke cured for later consumption. The 
fishery slowly moved south to outer Newcastle and Protection and into Nanaimo 
harbour. Herring were eaten in great numbers also herring spawn was collected on 
branches tied to anchors or beaches. 
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Economic Reasons for Location 

-Winter potlatches and dancing.
-Repairs to fishing gear, weaving clothes and blankets.
-Making baskets, tools, canoes, paddles, etc.
-Herring netting and raking.
-Also deer hunting and duck hunting in Winter.

* Note these were not taken in Spring and Summer as the animals and birds were
having their young. The people always conserved and protected their resources.
Ducks were caught at night by torchlight or during early evening by nets in the air.
The feathered duck skins were used for winter jackets as they were warm and shed
water.

Villages of Nanoose Teacher's Reference 

Location of Sites (with reference to today's landmarks) 

Summer 
Columbia Beach and other outer coast sites -clam digging March - April 
French Creek and Englishman River -August to September 
Craig Bay-February, March, April 
Dolphin Beach and Berry Point- March, April 
Present reserve south to Lantzville and north of Brick Yard Road 

Economic Reasons for Location 
-clams
-dog salmon fishing
-sea urchin and abalone
-herring, squid,

Winter 
Head of N anoose Harbour (N anoose Creek) 
Late fall and winter to February 

Economic Reasons for Location 
-deer hunting
-repair tools and nets
-canoe building
-basket making
-ceremonies
-cedar bark taken in late February
-fishing dog salmon in N anoose creek
-protection from cold winter winds.
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Shelter Section #3 of Overview (enrichment activity) 

Objectives: 

1. To make comparisons of the Salish modern lifestyle to the ancient Salish
lifestyle (pre-European influence).

2. To examine the elements that have impacted and changed the Salish lifestyle.

Method: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Make two charts (#1 and #2) headed Ancient Salish Lifestyle and Modern 
Salish Lifestyle. Brainstorm with the class using their information to fill in 
the charts. Guide discussion. Students fill in personal copies at their desks 
as discussion proceeds. 

Participate in a field trip to the reserve. Guide students in making 
observations that will help them fill in the accompanying Venn diagram. 

Upon return to school add any additional information to the charts for further 
discussions. 

Make four class charts and display along board. 
Chart #1 Advantages of Ancient Lifestyle 
Chart #2 Disadvantages of Ancient Lifestyle 
Chart #3 Advantages of Modern Lifestyle 
Chart #4 Disadvantages of Modern Lifestyle 

(Option: do a plus, minus, interesting evaluation chart, if pref erred, to 
compare the two lifestyles). 

Examples of charts: 
Chart #1 
-food was pure
- a slower pace of life with rich resources in the environment was undamaged
by extended logging and housing development.

Chart #2 
- food had to be gathered and dried or smoked to preserve it.
- travel was limited to foot and canoe travel on water, took longer to get from
place to place.

Chart #3 
- food can be readily purchased and fish and deer meat can be frozen or
canned to preserve it indefinitely.
- all kinds of transportation available.
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Chart #4 

- foods are contaminated with pesticides and toxins
- accidents in planes and cars, pollution, and damage to the environment.

5. Give students blank photocopies of these charts to be used at desks or tables.
In cooperative groups of four have students discuss and compare the
advantages and disadvantages of the ancient and modern lifestyles. Each
student group should have at least five examples in each section of their
chart.

6. Discuss these ideas as a class and fill out class charts with additional
information.

7. Have students express their personal understanding of how Salish lifestyle
has changed in a written assignment.
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Villages of the Past 

Nanaimo - SneNeyMuxw 

Location 

Teacher's Reference 

Nanoose - Snaw-Naw-As 

- located from Piper's Lagoon to Nanaimo River; Nanoose from Columbia Beach to
Piper's Lagoon.

Shelter 
- cedar plank houses
- villages made of cedar plank houses were facing the sea along the beach canoes on
beach
- hand split planks
- unpainted
- extended family lived in big houses
- one main door hinged at the top
- main structure is of massive beams and posts
- single story
- big door and smoke hole for light, no windows
- some partitions for rooms but mostly open
- baskets of dried food hang from the ceiling beams
- open fires from the floor center provided light

Families 
- families live in one big house
- each house had a clan chief
- people travelled by canoe or by foot to visit relatives

Celebrations 
- squayquay dances and potlatching in summer
- spirit dances in winter
- potlatch gifts were fish and seafood, dried clams, blankets, carved paddles, bowls,
and cedar planks, dentallium, abalone shells, copper bracelets, canoes, boxes,
baskets.

Modern Villages 

Location 

Nanaimo 
- today's village is all just south of assembly wharf.

Nanoose 
- West side of Nanoose Bay
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Shelter 

- some families live in cedar area and along the Nanaimo river.
- today's village shelter use machine cut lumber from the sawmill.
- houses are painted and have chimneys and windows of glass.
- usually only one family (nuclear)lives in a house.
- houses have electric stoves, fridges, and deep freezes for storing salmon.
- people sleep in bedrooms.
- milled cedar lumber to build houses is used
- nuclear families in smaller houses
- glass windows, brick chimneys, numerous doorways hinged at the side
- multi-storied
- aluminum boats and cars

Families 

- many related families live close together.
- families still have clan chief or leader.
- people travel to visit relatives by car not by canoe as before.

Celebrations 

- squayquay dances, potlatching, and spirit dances
- potluck gifts are bags of fruit, machine made blankets, silver jewerlry, money,
carvings, paintings, drums, paddles, socks, gloves, plastic baskets, dishes, kerchiefs,
sugar, flour, tea.
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STUDENT'S COMPARISON CHART 

Advantages of Ancient Lifestyle Disadvantages of Ancient Lifestyle 
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STUDENT'S COMPARISON CHART 

Advantages of Modern Lifestyle Disadvantages of Modern Lifestyle 
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VILLAGE COMPARISON Student's Worksheet 

Villages of the Past Today's Reserve 

I 
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Differences 



VILLAGE COMPARISON 

Villages of the Past 

- located from Departure Bay to Nanaimo River
• villages made of cedar plank houses were facing

the sea along the beach.
• big door and smoke hole for light but no windows.
- some partitions for rooms but mostly open.

Several families lived together.
• baskets or dried food hang from the

ceiling beans.
- open fires provided light.

· cedar plank houses
• hand split
-unpainted
- extended family lived in big houses
- canoes to travel
-winter spirit dances
• summer squayquay dances and potlatch

Potlatch gifts: 
• planks
- dried salmon
- dried clams
- handmade blankets
- carved bowls and paddlca

Differences 

- many related families live
close together

- families still have a clan chief
or leader.

- people travel to visit relatives by
car not canoe as before.

- fish and seafood regular diet.
Salmon, clams, and herring
much appreciated.

- canoes for racing.
- dancers are same.
- feasting
- potlatch
- guests

Teacher's Answer Sheet 

Today's Reserve 

- today's village is all just south of
Assembly Wharf. Some families live
in Cedar area and along the Nanaimo River.

- today's village shelters use machine cut
lumber from the sawmill.

- houses are painted and have chimneys and
windows of glass.

- usually only one family (nuclear) lives in a house.
- houses have electric stoves, fridges. and deep

freezes for storing salmon.
People sleep in bedrooms.

- cedar mill sawn lumber, painted wood.
- nuclear family in smaller houses.
- aluminum outboards and fishing trailers.
- winter potlatch, spirit dances and squayquay.
- Potlatch gifts:
- bags of fruit
- machine made blankets
- socks, gloves, plastics, clothes, baskets
dishes, carvings, and art work.



Teacher's Reference 

VILLAGES OF NANAIMO 

Location of Sites Economic Reasons for Location 
( with reference to today's Landmarks) 

Outer shores of Gabriola also over to village on Fraser River fishing ( cod, salmon drying & smoking for winter) 

� near new Westminster for sockeye run. 

OJ 
clams - eat fresh also cook, dry, and string for winter chowder. 

On Gabriola sites were Entrance Point looking to the lighthouse. 

s
Cedar bark taken end of Feb. for working into clothing, rope, 

Late Feb. - Mar. to False Narrows for clam digging baskets during June, July, and August. 

s Many women dug clams or later camas bulbs while the men Some families crossed to Fraser River for fish. 

fished for cod, herring, salmon (blueback). 

Sept to Nov. at Nanaimo River Winter potlatches and dancing. 

� 
Nov. Dec. Jan. at Stl'i'lep, Departure Bay, present Nanaimo Repairs to fishing gear, weaving clothes, and blankets. 
First Nations Site. 

OJ Making baskets, tools, canoes, paddles, etc. 
By early Feb. many families went to the Lagoon to take herring 

� 
in great numbers. These were eaten fresh or smoke cured for Herring netting, and raking also deer hunting and duck hunt-
later consumption. The fishery slowly moved south to outer ing, Winter food. 

� 

Newcastle and Protection and into Nanaimo Harbor. Herring 
were eaten in great numbers also collected on branches tied to Note: these not taken, ducks were caught at night by torchlight 
anchors on beaches. or during day by nets in the air. 

The feathered skins were used for winter jackets. 



Teacher's Reference 

VILLAGES OF NANOOSE 

Location of Sites Economic Reasons for Location 
(with reference to today's Landmarks) 

� 
Columbia Beach - clam digging March - April Oams 

Q) French Creek - August to September Dog Salmon 

s Craig Bay - Feb., Mar .• Apr. Sea Urchin and Abalone 

s
Dolphin Beach - March - April and Berry Point Herring, squid, shrimp 

Head of Nanoose Harlx>r (Nanoose Creek) - late fall and Deer hunting 
winter to February 

� Repair of tools and nets 

OJ Canoe building 

Basket making 

� 

Ceremonies 

Cedar bark taken in late February. 



Student's Reference 

VILLAGES OF NANAIMO 

Location of Sites Economic Reasons for Location 
(with reference to today's Landmarks) 

� 

OJ 

s 
s 
:::l 

rJ) 

� 

OJ 
-1-J 

� 
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Student's Reference 

VILLAGES OF NANOOSE 

Location of Sites Economic Reasons for Location 
(with reference to today's Landmarks) 

� 

Q) 

s 
s 
::1 
er, 

� 

Q) 
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NANOOSE 
TERRITORY 

• 

• 
Herring 

• 

Nanaimo traded Camas and Dogwool 
Blankets for Dentallium from Nanoose 

Bear 

Deer 
Grouse 

Deer 

Sealions 

t. Bird 
• t Eggs
" 

Cod 

Salmon 

.,. Bird 
Eggs 

Bening & Spawn 

During JULY - AUGUST 

NANAIMO TERRITORY 

Teacher's Map 

Trade to Squamisb for Mounlain Goat Wool 
Nanaimo traded (Red) Ochre and Camas 

coop 
SaJmoo 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• Boat Harbour

LYACKSO 
TERRITORY 
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Ochre 
Red Paint 

� Mistaken 
Island 

Cedar 

Soapalillies 

�o 
Seal 

� 

Elderberry 

NANOOSE TERRITORY 

Teacher's Map 

Spring 
Salmon 

,f � Abelone 



() 
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ARTIFACTS & TOOLS 



Lesson#l Artifacts and Tools 

Objectives: 

1. To examine traditional tools, artifacts, and their use.

Materials: 

1. Two photocopies of tools/artifacts per group of four students. (The museum
has some artifacts and may be willing to display them for your use or provide
a special program to compliment these lessons. People in the Salish
community may also be a good source).

2. Record sheets and questions -one per group.

Procedure: 

1. Pass out two diagrams of tools/artifacts per group of four students and one
record sheet per group.

2. Students examine their objects in groups and find two ways they are alike
and two ways they differ and record on observations sheet.

3. Students describe each object by explaining what it is made of and predict
how it might be used. Record ideas on following sheet.

4. Students present their findings to the group.

5. Students keep their predictions to refer to after research lesson is completed
to use for a comparison.

List some possible tools and artifacts which could be used in these lessons. 

dogfish skin (used as sandpaper) 
cod lure 
stone hammer (cast from plaster) 
spindle wheel 
netting tool (could be plastic) 
carved wooden s

1
oon

maple wood bow 
blanket pin 
cedar bark strips 
basket 
slate knife 
fish hook 
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The following pages can be duplicated for the lessons on tools and artifacts in place 

of the genuine articles. Teachers may wish to enlarge diagrams, separating them 

and covering the accompanying labels and descriptions. Materials and pictures 

from other sources may also be useful. 
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Stripping and Folding 

Cedar Bark. Page - 51 

Bark beater of wood or Whale bone. 

Bark beater of Maple or Birch



Hats 

Capes 

Skirts 

Items Made From Cedar Bark 
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Cradles 

Disposable Diapers 

Mats for Sleeping, 
Platforms, canoe 
covers and tent 
covers 



Baskets 

Fish Line 

Fish Nets, Cedar was used for floats and the outer edge of the net. Stinging Nettle 
fibre was used for the centre net. 

Rope Cordage 
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Two Bar Loom 
THASS-EH-

TUH-TEL

, 

c:::::
--

:PV� 
Spindle Whorls and Spindle Shaft

Wool beater of the Salish of Vancouver Island 
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Flat top maul 
Nipple top maul 

Wedges 

Groved Zoomorphic Maul 

Splitting planks from a standing tree 
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Wood working tools of the Northwest Coast First Nations People 

c_�: ------� 

Blade butted up to heel 
to prevent shifting 

f'-0�
e,t.Aoi' 

Straight Adze unfinished blade 
was driven into antler Haft 
then sharpened. 
Chizel with grommet 
to prevent splitting. 

Adzes and Chisels 

Wooden Haft Nephrite Blade 
Blade lashed to shaft 
with wet sinue 

Elbow Adze 
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I I I 
Chizel used with a 
maul to reach into 
deep areas 



Canoe Bailer 

Peel off bark sideways. Remove outer bark from both ends, up to scored line. Fold 
ends up on scored line and pleat the bark as you do. Trim top after you tie with 
Cedar bark. 

Cattail Mat 
Also Tule Reed 

First moisten leaves. Alternate thick and thin leaves to make mat even, twine top 
edge to hold all together. Push mat needle through centre of leaf all the way to the 
other side. press with mat Creaser. Now pull needle right out and tie ends of string 
to braided leaf, trim. Repeat every 4 11 or so. 

Rope 
2 Ply - 2 strands of bark or 2 cattail leaves 

Use wet. Tie ends into a knot. Twist both strands to your right. Then cross over to 
your left. For 3 ply rope - cross right strand over to left. Place new strand behind 
short end, and twist together as one - then carry on ... 
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Fletching An Arrow 

Get a large feather and split down the middle • cut out 2 pieces, one from each side. 
Tie onto shaft at ends one each side. 

Ground Slate Knife 

Slate is ground fl.at and smooth, with bevel on one or both sides, on bottom edge. 
Carve handle from cedar, then splet in half• on one side, cut recess big enough to 
take top edge of blade. Glue blade in place, put 2 halves of handle together, and 
lash with cedar root or bark. 
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Lesson#l Artifacts/fools 

Student Worksheet 

Record of Predictions 

1. How are the two objects in your group alike?

2. How are the two objects in your group different?
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Description What is it Made of? What is it Used for? Sketch of Artifacts/Tools 
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Lesson#2 Artifact/fools 

Objectives: 

1. To research information about the tools/artifacts discussed/distributed in
previous lesson and compare findings to predictions.

Materials: 

1. Books, if available through librarian.

2. The Nanaimo Centennial Museum has collections of artifacts so a field trip
could be arranged and research could be done there.

3. Bottom half of prediction sheet for Lesson 1. Tools/Artifacts can be duplicated
for the research study.

Procedure: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Get resource books from librarian or book field trip to museum. 

Every pair of students should choose one artifact or tool to research following 
the same format as on prediction page. 

Students decide on a method of presentation to report their findings (eg. chart 
with oral presentation, role play archaeologist and news reporter interview or 
written report). 

Students compare their predictions to their research. How accurate were 
their predictions? Why? 
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FOOD 



Food 

Objectives: 

1. To expose students to the cycle of the seasons and when food was gathered.

Materials: 

1. teachers reference chart
2. students blank chart
3. maps from shelter lessons
4. resource books from library to research for additional information

Method: 

1. Using the maps from the shelter lessons have students list all possible Salish
food types independently.

2. Teacher records on a chart or blackboard student suggestions and guides
discussion to include all possibilities (use teacher's reference sheet).

3. Give students blank charts and in groups of four have them list the foods
under the seasons they would be hunted, gathered and fished for.

4. Bring their ideas back to the class and discuss. Teacher guides discussion so
that foods are listed under correct seasons. Students make changes if
necessary.

5. Play Clues game.

Clues Game: 

1. Each group picks three to five items from the food cycle chart.

2. Now pick three clues that would help someone identify the item. (Start
general and then get more specific).

3. If the group guesses the item the first clue, they get five points. In the second
clue three points. Last clue one point. If the group doesn't guess at all, the
asking group gets five points. Direct the questions in a clockwise motion.
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FOOD (Teacher's Reference) 

Spring 
- oysters, clams Feb., Mar., Apr.
- hemlock bark was rich in vitamin C and was added to food
- stinging nettles rich in iron
- burdock was a sweet spring treat, rich in vitamins
- crab
- skate
- roots of licorice fern were steamed
- some young fern shoots
- herring and spawn
- some bird eggs

Summer 
- seals and sea lions were hunted all year but especially in summer when hunters
could get to outer coast hunting sites
- cod was jigged for and salmon was trolled for end of March through to middle of
July
- some people crossed to a village on the Fraser river where they netted sock-eye
salmon at the river mouth during second week in July until mid August
- Nanaimo fished for chum salmon at the Nanaimo River and Nanoose at French
Creek at end of August, September, October
- berries were picked all summer
- camas bulbs dug at end of summer (now rare and should not be gathered).

Fall 
:Jiazelnuts gathered in fall 
- some berries gathered in early fall and made into berry leathers
- crab apples were picked
- clover roots were picked and steamed
- smelts were gathered off the beach by netting in shallow water
- clams, oysters
- camas dug in early fall Gust the blue flowered)
- rosehips used as a source of vitamin C
- acorns were gathered to make into a form of flour
- potatoes were dug
- grouse were shot with bows and arrows or spears
- dog salmon trapped or speared and prepared for winter

Winter 
- deer hunted end of October to end of February
- clams dug in February and March
- cedar was gathered end of February and first two week of March
- herring were fished Feb., Mar., Apr., Nov.
- spring salmon Dec. and Jan.
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-ducks were netted at sites like Duke Point and at the Winchelsea Islands during
winter season
-squid, particularly in Nanoose Bay
- shrimp, particularly in N anoose Bay
-flounders
- bear were hunted in early winter
-ducks by netting or spearing at night
- elk in early winter

Enrichment Activity 

Have individual students or groups research in the library ways in which the Salish 
people prepared and preserved food. They can share this information with the class 
in a written format, illustrations, demonstrations, etc. 
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COD FISHING WITH LURE 
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COD FISIIlNG WITH HOOKS 
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FISHING EQUIPMENT
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SPEARING FLOUNDER 

Young N anaimo Fishermen spearing Flounder near the mouth of the 
N anaimo River. 
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HERRING RAKING 

The Herring Fisherman sits in the stern of the canoe and rakes the 
herring with one continuous motion. The rake is tapped on the 
gunwale, causing the fish to drop into the canoe. 
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HARVESTING HERRING SPAWN 

Weighted hemlock branches are set where herring spawn. Later the 
egg coated branches are lifted, the eggs are dried. 
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SEALION HARPOONING 
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SEALION HUNTING 
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DEER OR ELK HUNTING 
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DEADFALL 
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FISH WEIR 

Fish weir - a fence of lattice on a pole framework is built across the 
river, openings in the fence lead to narrow fish traps. The men net the 
salmon in dip nets. Based on B.C.P.M. photo Cowichan River fish trap. 
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COD FISHING WITH LURE 
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GILL NETTING 

Nettle fibre gill net angled from the river bank. Floats made of cedar, 
the bottom weights of sandstone with pecked line holes. 
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COOKING METHODS 
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FOOD PRESERVATION 

The start of a busy season. The women of a large family prepare a 
smoke house. Various foods are smoked or dried for winter. 
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NETTING DUCKS

/ 
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DUCK HUNTING AT NIGHT 
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CLAM PREPARATION FOR STORAGE 

Clam digging and preparation for storage. 
A Clams are dug at low tides, open weave baskets allow quick 
drainage. 
B. Clams are cooked in a pit oven.
C. After shells are removed cooked clams are pressed to remove
excess moisture.
D. After pressing, clams are threaded on strings or split cedar withes.
Strings of clams are next dried and may be lightly smoked.
E. Clams are cooked fresh for immediate food .
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STEAM PIT COOKING 

A. Kindling and split wood are placed in pit. Smooth stones are
placed on top and fire kindled.
B. When fire has burned down the ash is swept aside unburned
pieces are removed with fire tongs.
C. Seaweed and kelp are placed on hot rocks, food is placed on top of
seaweed.
D. Then food is covered with more seaweed mat.s. Cover the oven to
hold in steam.
E. Vent sticks are withdrawn to allow water to reach hot rocks in pit
bottom. The steam produced cooks the food in a few hours.
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GATHERING CAMAS BULBS 
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BERRY PICKING 

Women and children picking Saskatoon Berries in Wakesiah District. 
Figure at left based on photo of Clayoquot woman E.S. Curtis (ca. 1915) 
Courtesy Prov. Archives, Victoria. 
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Lesson #1 Clothing 

Objectives: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

To have students examine clothing of local Salish people prior to 1850, 
European influence. 
To apply thinking skills strategies using questioning techniques to stretch 
their knowledge. 
To fill out a reference sheet to use as a resource for future project activities. 

Materials: 

1. Teacher must read background reference sheet and data sheet prior to lesson.
2. Blank data sheet #1 (page 90 & 91) Clothing (should be run off for each

student).
3. Pictures of clothing pieces page 100 to 105.

Procedure: 

1. Introduce clothing by displaying pictures on overhead of the various garments
worn and ask students to discuss and give ideas using the following
framework:

a. What time of year might the garment been worn?
b. Who wore this garment? (man or woman)
c. What materials might they be made of?
d. For what occasion were they worn?

This activity can be done individually or cooperatively in small groups. Ask 
them to use the picture clues and any previous knowledge they've recently 
learned in this unit to help them think of the answers (clues, being texture of 
garments or activities in pictures). 

2. When everyone has plenty of ideas to discuss, take the discussion to the whole
group. Before beginning pass out blank data sheet #1 and students can listen
to the discussion with the intent of filling in the boxes on the sheet so there is
a purpose for listening.

3. Once data sheet #1 is complete check to see that individuals have accurate
answers so they can use the sheet as a resource for completing future
projects.
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Clothing (prior to 1850) - WINTER WEAR 

Materials Used Type of Garment Occasion Worn Illustrate 





Clothing (prior to 1850) - SUMMER WEAR 

Materials Used Type of Garment Occasion Worn Illustrate 





Clothing (prior to 1850) 

Winter Wear 

Materials Used: 

-cedar bark
-dog wool
-mountain goat wool
-animal skins and furs
-spruce or cedar root used as well as cedar bark

Types of Garment 
-capes or poncho
-hats

-dresses and skirts
-leggings and shirts (men)
-blanket robes

SummerWear 

Materials Used: 

-> 

-> 

Occasion Worn 
outdoors in rain 
outdoors, decorated 

at ceremony 
outdoors, indoors 
hunting, ceremonies 
ceremonies and under 

bark outer clothing 

-cedar bark for belt and loin covering
-covering could also be made of deer skin

Women: 
-cedar, wool, animal skins

Type of Garment: 

Men 
-belt of cedar with loin cover hung over belt
-covering was drawn between legs and fastened at back of belt to form a clout or
wrapped around waist to form a kilt
-broad brimmed hat

Women 
-skirt, always worn knee length
-wide belt with looped strands of cedar (like a Hawaiian grass skirt) strands could
be cut off to tie up bundles.
-broad brimmed hat

Occasion Worn: 

-all outdoor wear
-cedar clothing was used for water activities because it dried faster and retained
shape.
-deer skin when wet is very slippery
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Reference for Teacher 

Clothing Information for Teacher 
Background 

- poncho rain capes made of cedar bark were worn by everyone, rich and poor (yellow
cedar bark worn by upper class, red cedar worn by lower class).
- richer families would oft.en use cedar hark blankets over their fur, wool or animal
skin clothing to protect it from the wet weather and dirt.
- buckskin leggings and shirts were worn by men for hunting.
- women sometimes wore buckskin dresses that were knee length with a belt; they
were fringed or trimmed with fur and worn primarily for ceremonies.
- goat wool was a luxury item and often mixed with a special dog hair to make soft,
warm aprons or blanket robes to throw over their shoulders and fastened with a
wooden, bone, or copper pin under the chin; this body garment was belted to give a
tunic like appearance.
- materials made of goat wool and dog hair were used for ceremonial purposes
because of the cost.
- blanket robes were also made of bear skins, raccoon, deer, cougar, and marten.
- hats that were painted or decorated were acquired through much potlatching and
trade. Hats were also woven locally.
- moccasins were worn only for ceremonies due to rainy climate, fur faced inside;
they were slippery when wet.
- inner cedar bark was used for clothing, outer bark for roof covering.

Lesson #2 

Materials Used: 

Use the sort and predict reference sheet and run off the amount needed for each 
group of four students. Cut the strips up to mix sequence of sentences. Pass out 
envelope of mixed up strips to each group. 

Objectives: 

1. To sort and predict cedar bark preparation strips.
2. To expose student to the cooperative, sharing procedure to making clothing.

Procedure: 

1. On every group's table there is an envelope of strips.
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These strips tell of the preparations necessary to 
to weave cedar bark for clothing, baskets, and mats. The students job is to 
put these strips in the proper sequence. Read over all strips carefully before 
trying to order them. This will help form a better picture of the entire process 
for preparing bark. 

2. Encourage groups to work cooperatively to solve the puzzle.

3. Display overhead answer sheet when everyone has completed, to check order.
Also show overhead photos of the procedure.

4. Ask students to reflect on how they solved the puzzle.

5. Illustrate and put a short caption under each of the six steps to preparing
cedar bark.

Extension: 

Book resource person through First Nations Education Services to do basket 
weaving sessions. 
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Sort and Predict Reference Sheet 

Sort and Predict Strips for Cedar Bark Preparation for Clothing 

Inner bark was separated from the rough outer bark. 

Inner bark was carefully folded and tied with thin cedar strips to carry home in 
large bundles to work on during a more convenient time like the winter months. 

Inner bark or bast was soaked in salty water for four days when preparing then 
rinsed in fresh water to remove the salt. Salt would take on water to make clothing 
damp. 

Once soaked the women would lay the bark in strips over a rail or tree trunk set on 
two posts. This acted �s a beating bench. 

Using an old paddle or bark beater, made of whale bone or maple or cedar board of 
one metre in length with a handle hole on one side, they would strike the bark using 
a chopping motion until totally softened. 

The soft bark strips could then be twilled or plaited into the desired articles from 
clothing, to floor mats or basketry. 
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Lesson#3 Clothing (Beauty Tips) 

Objective: 

1. To explore the Salish Cultural beauty techniques and compare them to our
cultural beauty techniques.

Materials: 

1. Reference sheet on Lesson 3 Clothing.
2. T-chart for Lesson 3 Clothing.

Procedure: 

Introduction: 
Every culture since the beginning of history had ways to beautify themselves 
and the Salish people were no different. Today we'll learn some of those ways 
and compare them with our culture. 

1. In your cooperative groups (or individually) brainstorm ways people in our
culture, both female and male, make themselves beautiful.

2. After five or ten minutes bring the group together to discuss their ideas.
Record them for everyone's reference on a chart or the board.

3. Now distribute the reference sheet to discuss Salish beauty techniques. Ask
students to identify which beauty tips are alike in the two cultures and which
are different. Record findings on the t-chart provided.

Reference Sheet for Lesson #3 Clothing 

- plucking of eyebrows and forehead hair line to heighten forehead of girl who
reached puberty.

- men plucked beard hairs with clam tweezers.

- Balsam Fir branches when soaked in water for several days produced a jelly like
shampoo for hair.

- both men and women wore earrings made of shells.

- tatooing of men along chin line by making pricks into skin and rubbing with
charcoal.

- women would bind their ankles with bark strips to make them look smaller.
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- both men and women wore combs in hair made of yew or maple wood or bone.

- occasionally they would paint their faces in red ocher or black charcoal made from
burnt Devil's Club roots or Dogwood roots.

- a flattened forehead accomplished by binding the forehead of infants to shape them
and widen the face.
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Lesson#3 

Similarities of Beauty 
Tips Amongst the two 
Cultures 

Clothing (T-chart) 

Differences of Beauty 
Tips Amongst the two 

Cultures 
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Lesson#4 Clothing 

Prqject Activities (Choose one as an evaluation form for this section) 

1. Make a huge mural for hallway, one of a winter setting, the other of a
summer setting. Trace your classmate's body and vice versa. Cut out your
body and dress it with an appropriate garment for the season and your
gender, (use lesson 1 data sheet for reference). You may want to use real
cedar and white wool to give it a 3-D effect. If this isn't possible just color in
the garment on a textured surf ace to give it a realistic appearance. Mount
your finished product on the appropriate mural setting.

2. Dye wool from natural elements and present the process for a class
demonstration. Dyed wool was used in blanket patterns.

Materials: stove, cooking pots, white wool, items used to dye wool to produce
the colors desired, and water.

If you boil: 

1. birch bark
2. birch leaves or wolf lichen
3. carrot tops (wild)
4. lavender flowers (modern)
5. pine cones or bark
6. onion skins (modern)
7. Elder bark
8. yarrow flowers
9. dandelion leaves
10. dandelion roots
11. blueberries
12. cranberries
13. fern roots
14. goldenrod flowers
15. walnut shells
16. hemlock bark (traditional)

Procedure for dying wool: 

Outcome: 

brown 
yellow 
yellowish green 
lavender/light blue 
brown 
yellow/orange 
brown 
yellow 
green 
purple 
blue 
purple/red 
yellow 
yellow 
brown 
red 

1. Take a pan full of water and bring to a boil with a handful of one of the items
thrown in.

2. Take out or strain the natural ingredients from the colored water (urine was
added as a mordant to set color). Today use ammonia or alum. The
Nanaimo's and Nanoose used urine.

3. Drop the wool into colored water and steep until wool changes color. Do not
boil wool.

4. Take out wool and dry.
5. Now begin over again with another item from the list.

Suggestion: try hemlock bark as it is traditional. Dog wood bark makes black
wolf, lichen yellow.
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Combs and Blanket Pins
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Buckskin Dress 
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Blanket Robe Opened 

Coast Salish Blanket made of domestic sheep's wool. 
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Blanket Robes 
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Human hair hat 
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CANOE BUILDING 



Canoe Building 

O�jectives: 

1. Students demonstrate their understanding of canoe building by reading
information and putting sort and predict strips in correct order.

Materials: 

1. Information on canoe building.
2. Sort and predict strips.
3. Outline of a canoe to be run off on brown construction paper (can be done at

board office).

Method: 

1. Discuss/brainstorm with students the methods of transportation used by the
Salish people (by foot or canoes on water) Where did they travel and why?

2. Give each student the information about canoe building to read.

3. Give them cut, mixed up sort and predict strips to put in correct order.

4. Before gluing their strips have students compare the order of their strips with
a partner and then discuss with class.

5. Give each student the canoe outlines to cut, fold and decorate by adding
paddles, people etc. These can be used in the model villages or glued onto
paper for a disflay. (If possible, this could be run off on brown construction
paper at schoo or at the board office by special request.) 
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A few miles from the village three men are chipping away at the base 

of a cedar tree five feet in diameter. With a basalt chisel in one hand and a 

rock in the other each man chips sliver after sliver from the trunk of the tree. 

Luckily, the tree is so close to the bank that, when after four days of working, 

it falls. It will topple into the water. Cedar trees with straight, knot free 

trunks are found where the trees grow closely together. Usually they cannot 

be found at the water's edge; the canoe builders then select one in the deep 

forest and "rough out" the canoe until it is light enough to carry to a river or 

bay. 

The labor of felling the tree and towing it by canoe to the village is 

merely the first step. It takes many more weeks to make a canoe. The men 

laboriously chip the log until all that remains of it is the fragile, beautifully 

shaped shell of a one-piece canoe. Then the men fill the hull with water and 

drop red-hot stones into it to bring the water close to boiling point. When the 

wood is hot enough so that it can be bent, the men insert cedar sticks 

crosswise at intervals to spread the center slightly and brace the sides of the 

canoe. Finally they add the long graceful bow and stern pieces. Using dogfish 

skin for sandpaper, the men sand and polish the canoe and have the artists 

paint the traditional patterns on the outside. The canoe is ready to be 

launched amid great joy. 
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How to Build a Canoe 

Put these sentences into the proper sequence: 

Drop hot stones in and cover with mats. 

Fell the tree. 

Put on extra pieces such as the bow and stern. 

Select a suitable tree. 

Fill the canoe with water. 

Hollow out the log with fire and cut the shape of the canoe. 

Put cross pieces in to stretch the sides. 

Chip out the charred wood. 
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MASKS 



Masks 

Salish people used many types of masks to enhance the ritual of a dance or to 
convey an aspect of power bestowed on a person. 

1. Masks might sit on top of the head like a hat.
2. Masks may be worn on the face.
3. A face painting is a type of mask.
4. Hand masks are used for special cleansing ceremonies.

The Salish people used all types of masks. Most head masks were used with 
feathers, fur, or wool. Grouse feathers signified the grouse mask. A woven cedar 
bark head band formed the base for this mask. 

Masks made of wood such as the squayquay are heavy, specially carved and so 
sacred that only special dancers wore them. It was a privilege to display such a 
mask. This mask was not to be duplicated or photographed. 

Face masks painted with the colours black or red are mixed today with Vaseline. 
The method of painting shows what the person represents. Such masks are all 
black or all red. Not mixed. Designs scratched through the paint to show the skin 
beneath are part of the mask. These masks are also sacred and personal to the 
person wearing them. 

Examples of Face Painted Masks 

-An all dull-red face mask represents the robin (once walked in human form).

-An all black face mask can represent the raven (he changed things) or a crow ( who
helped you find fish etc.).

-An all bright red face represents a wren (always changing).

-An all black face with three vertical scratch lines on each cheekbone represents the
bald eagle (a very powerful spirit, protector, leader).

-An all black mask with white around the eyes represents a golden eagle (soared to
great heights, wise, a thinker).

-An all black mask represents a loon (good fisherman provider) but only the face
was painted and not the neck.

-An all white represents "death". An ancestral spirit.

Varieties of Salish Masks 

1. Faces painted.
2. Squayquay, a very heavy carved mask.
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3. Headdress made of cedar bark, wool, feathers.
4. Squineelick masks held on the hands.

Traditional Colours of Paint Used: 

English 

red 

black 

yellow 

white 

Rarely used colours: 

blue 

green 

Masks 

Objectives: 

Hul/q'umi/num 

ckwim 

cq'ix 

lelec 

p'e'q 

cqway 

saxwalales 

Pronunciation 

squeem 

Skaylk 

luluts 

puck 

squay 

suqualulus 

1. Students understand that humans reveal emotions and feelings through
facial expressions and body language.

2. Students generate vocabulary about feelings and emotions.

3. Students make masks using a cast of their own face.

4. Students learn about and appreciate how the Coast Salish people used masks
in their ceremonies.

5. Students learn and appreciate the importance of masks to each Salish family.

6. Students discuss and explore how masks have been used as symbols in many
ancient and modern cultures around the world.

Materials: 

1. Pictures of masks.
2. Pictures of human faces.
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

Video, "Moon Mask" showing mask carving. 
Plaster of Paris bandage rolls (may be purchased at Central Drugs on Albert 
Street). 
Vaseline. 
Paints. 
Raffia for hair available in various colours (wool may be used). 
Large garbage bags to protect students' clothing. 
Containers of warm water. 
Cardboard cut in strips to be used to record vocabulary. 
Spray varnish to seal finished masks. 
Balloons to dry masks on. 

Lesson#l 

Procedure: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Display pictures of human faces. Use paintings, books etc. Have students 
discuss the emotion or feeling that each face depicts. 

Students contribute their ideas about the possible emotions that are revealed 
in facial expressions. Teacher records ideas on cards (eg .. happiness, fear, 
sorrow, dignity, contentment, hurt, joy, excitement, etc.). Try to record 
enough words so that each child will be able to have one to work with. When 
students run out of ideas, teacher should guide discussion to generate more. 

When enough words have been recorded teacher mixes up the cards and 
distributes one to each student telling them not to show anyone their card. 

Students are divided into pairs and one partner tries to have the other guess 
what emotion they have on their card by expressing the emotion on their own 
face. Repeat with partner. Students may then move into groups of four to 
repeat procedure etc. 

Ask students to volunteer to have the class guess their emotion. 

Display cards in a pocket chart. 

Have students roughly sketch a simple picture of a human face depicting an 
emotion of their choice. 

Students try to guess what emotion each picture is portraying. When 
guessing is completed, students may wish to label their pictures with an 
emotion. Display pictures. 
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Lesson #2 

1. Students make plaster casts of their own faces.

Ve�important: If the entire class is making the 
mass at the same time, parent or adult volunteers should be used to help
with careful supervision. Otherwise a teacher could supervise two students
at a time while the rest of the class is working at something else.

A class demonstration should be done first by the teacher who will outline the
procedure carefully. This wiII familiarize teacher with procedures. Students
work in groups of three. One student sits while the two other partners apply
the wet plaster strips to the face.

Procedure: 

1. Student covers themselves with a large garbage bag to protect clothing.

2. Student covers face with Vaseline. It is extremely important that they cover
hairline, jawline (under chin}, nostrils, lips, eyebrows, etc generously so that
plaster can be easily removed. If plaster does stick
to skin keep applying warm water until cast comes free from face. In our
experience, this lesson has worked ve;J: well with no complications if students
are properly instructed and supervise 

3. The two student helpers dip plaster bandage (previously cut into 1 1/2 inch
strips) into warm water and apply to face working quickly smoothing rough
edges with water. Do not cover mouth, eyes, and nostrils. Be sure students
apply at least two or three layers of soaked bandage to face making sure that
jawline towards the neck is covered (under the chin).

4. Leave mask for two or three minutes until it begins to harden and then
carefully have adult volunteer gently lift mask beginning at edges from the
face.

5. When mask has been carefully lifted students may or may not wish to add
plaster strips to cover nostrils, eyes, and mouth. Same procedure is used.

6. Place mask on an inflated balloon to help hold shape for initial drying. When
mask is firm, masks may be placed on a heat register to further harden if
possible.

(Students clean faces with paper towels and warm water).
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LESSON#3 

1. Students decide how they want to paint their masks. They should sketch
possible ideas on newsprint keeping in mind what emotion their masks are to
portray. Discuss the traditional Salish designs and colours. Use available
reference books.

2. Students sketch with pencil their design on the mask.

3. Students paint masks (this may take more than one lesson).

4. When paint is dry, teacher sprays shiny varnish on masks in a well-ventilated
room without students present.

5. Students add raffia, feathers, or wool for hair if they wish. A glue gun used
by teacher works best.

Students may wish to develop a dance, or dramatize a story using their
masks.

Discussion about how the Salish people valued and used masks should be
included during these lessons along with examples of how other cultures used
masks for symbolism in religious ceremonies etc. Masks are very sacred.
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POTLATCH 



Potlatch Teacher's Reference 

Potlatches are held in the longhouse. As a culminating activity your class may wish 
to visit a local longhouse (arrangements made through the District First Nations 
Resource teacher) and plan a potlatch celebration in the classroom. 

The hosting Potlatch family opens house, announces this a year in advance so all 
can plan to attend and the family has time to gather food and prepare gifts. 

Reasons: 

Naming Ceremony 
For younger family members who inherit a name. A name is property and belongs 
to a place. It means the rights to that place. 

Funeral Memorial 
Held after a year to several years after death. 

First 
Feeaing of all people present. Whole crew is hired for kitchen help. To cook and 
serve food. Salmon, scow (bannock), salads, meat, vegetables, cakes, pies, and fresh 
fruit. 

Second 
Fires are kept burning in big house. Special crew under fire keeper. No one else 
touches fire keeping. Nothing other than wood is placed in the fire. 

Third 
Family assembles between the fires. Blankets spread on ground for initiates to 
stand on. 

Each initiate has a new blanket pinned around person. Head band or scarf tied 
around head. At appointed time squayquay dancers cleanse initiate ritually. 

Then name is given and called out by speakers, who are paid. Witnesses are paid to 
remember name, person, right of inheritance. 

Initiates give away blankets and head scarves to respected Elders. 

Other potlatch goods are given out. Baskets, paddles, blankets, bags of fruit, fl.our, 
sugar, china, work gloves, socks, and many more things. 

After all goods are given away then other dancers perform. 
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THE LONG HOUSE 



Smoke Holes 
(Eye to the Creator) 

0 0 0 

0 

t) 

0 

0 

0 )(. 

0 i-

)(. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

The Longhouse 

0 

0 

0 

t, 0 

Body of Ancestors 
Salish fuople sit around the
edge o the longhouse in family 
groupings. All of the pe�le
present represent the b y of 
ancestors. 

Dancers 
Salish dancers move 
counter clockwise 
around the fires. 

Fires 
So'uf"of the house. 

PeoE:le to Whom You Belong
Eac family has a specific area of the longhouse in which they sit at all gatherings. 
Elders sit closest to the front with the dancers. Younger people sit toward the back 
with guests from other cultural ancestry sitting furthest back. 
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THE BONE GAME 



Bone Game (Stick Game, Band Game) Slahal 

The object of the bone game is to guess which of the opponents' hands conceal the 
unmarked or female bones. Two teams of opponents play with a set of four bones. 
One player guesses one of the four possible positions of the bones held by the 
opposing team. In the past the bone game was played by men, although occasionally 
a woman did play. Games were played outdoors and began after dark. Today both 
sexes participate and games are played at any time of day. 

The bones are called by the same name as the game itself, slahal,. Traditionally 
they were made in matched pairs of deer foreleg bone, or more recently, horse shank 
bone. They are roughly cylindrical, sometimes tapering at the ends. The holes in 
the ends are plugged with wood. 

The four bones of a set are similar in size, and care is taken to make the members of 
a pair equal in weight and balance. Each pair has a plain marked or belted female 
and marked male bone. The marking on the male can be lines, circles, jots or 
animal head designs located around the middle. Both bones are sometimes 
decorated with circle or dot-and-circle engraved patterns around their ends. 
Marking distinguishes each player's bones from all others, making it difficult to copy 
a set. 

Each team usually has between fourteen and sixteen players. The team members 
form a straight row facing their opponents. Two drumming planks are laid on the 
ground in front of each team, from four to six feet apart. A team leader (chatewel) 
from each side kneels in the middle. 

Initial play called skiqtewel determines which team should hold the bones. A 
visiting leader conceals one pair of bones, one in each hand, and the host guesses for 
the female bone. The roles were then reversed with the host shuffling the other pair 
of bones. When a right guess follows a wrong guess, or a wrong guess follows a right 
one, the team that guesses correctly begins that regular play. 

The leader of the team that wins the initial play shakes the pairs in succession. As 
he finishes with each pair he calls out the name of a player who is to hold it and 
throws the bones sideways to him. The players who hold the bones sit on either side 
of the leader. 

The bone shakers (yadaxadea, "works the arms") shuffle and conceal the bones, 
holding one in each hand. They hold them behind their backs or beneath a piece of 
animal skin. And shake them in front of their chests. They keep their heads down 
and avoid looking directly at the opposing leader, who attempts to catch their eye. 
The bones can be exchanged from hand to hand behind the back. Exchanging the 
bones in front of the body, called syipwildech, is done by passing one hand over the 
other, turning the lower one palm up, and trying to make the exchange rapidly 
while the guesser is glancing at the other bone shaker. 
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After each holder has shifted the bones to his satisfaction, he presents both hands to 
the view of his opponents. His hands are now kept in constant, rhythmical motion 
until after the guess is made. This motion is called shaking. 

The leader of the guessing side watches the throwing, shifting and shaking of the 
bones very carefully. The holder is apt to favor the hand which contains the plain 
bone. Holding that shoulder slightly higher or contracting the muscles or the eye on 
that side. A good guesser-pointer follows these signs. When he thinks he has 
figured out the position of the bones, he makes his guess. Then each holder stops 
shaking and shows the position of his pair of bones. 

In guessing the relation of the female to the male bones, the pointer indicates the 
position with abrupt gestures of his hands, never verbally. 

(Diagram) 

The pointer sometimes slaps his left hand on his right forearm or chest as he points. 

If the guesser is successful the bones are tossed over to his side. If not, they remain 
with the opponents, who win a stick counter. 

The bones are constantly shifted to different holders to prevent the opponents from 
catching on to the way in which they are held. Amateurs are never allowed to be 
leaders, but the bones are often given to a beginner to hold. The leader might give 
the bones to another if one of his players is guessed correctly by the opposing leader 
more than twice in a row. 

The bone shakers and their teammates, led by the team leader, sing their bone 
gambling songs as long as the bones are kept in motion. The singing stops when the 
guess is made. The side which does not hold the bones doesn't sing. Onlookers are 
grouped behind the team they are betting on and help in the singing. The players 
leader included, each hold a stick beater (septed) to beat the drumming �lank
during singing. Purposes of singing are to strengthen the powers of one s own team 
and to confuse the opposing leader. 
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Score is kept with stick counters (xatsted) about one and a half foot in length with 
one end sharpened. At the beginning of the game five counters 
are stuck upright in front of each team leader. Following an incorrect guess one of 
the sticks is thrown to the opposition. When a guess is correct the leader places one 
of the counters between his knees or otherwise distinguishes it from the other 
upright sticks. When five sticks have been won by one side, their next correct guess 
is marked by a stick taken from the opponents. When ten center sticks have 
accumulated on one side, a tally stick is moved toward the winning side. The game 
is moved toward the winning side. The game ends when all the sticks are gathered 
on one side. (See diagram) 

,.__CountellWDnllrON8'dl 
ooooooooxoooooooo 

----:1�,�a-.. �,---+-r 
• 

1 I J ,t I 
ooooooooxoooooooo 

' 

• 

0 players, X team leader, 1, 2, 3 ... counters, a, b, c, d tally sticks. Counters behind 
the drumming plank have been moved toward either side. 

In the old days the bone game had four or frequently six tally sticks. A game often 
took a full week. Today, games can be completed in a night and consist of only 
eleven or twenty-one points, the odd one counting for the opening play. Ten center 
and one or two tally sticks may be used in such a game, or there may be eleven or 
twenty-one center sticks. 

c:::, 
CC) 

By the late nineteenth century slcihal was the most popular Twana game. It was 
frequently played between community teams at hop-picking grounds in the southern 
Puget Sound area. Today it continues to be a favorite game among First Nations 
people of the Pacific Northwest. 
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First the leaders guess who 
has the female bone. This 
decides which team goes first. 

SLAHAL 

j 

� 

-::� L ' ·
1 

-� � 

(".)�--:_�------ <s
� -··-�.rc:·' 

Second, the leader passes 
the bone to a shaker. 
Sometimes the bones are 
exchanged behind the 
back. 

c::-::_� Third, the shaker keeps
his hands in constant 
motion until the guess is 
made. Always keep the 
bones hidden in your 
hand. ,/ 

Fourth, the guesser points to 
the side where the female bone is. 
Always point to the side, close to 
the body or on your arm never point 
at a person. 

/J 
' 

/ 

------=1"""--= ,._'I'-

Fifth, the side with the 
bones sings gabling songs 
while the bones are in 
motion. The singing 
stops when the guess is 
made. Singers own songs. 
Only their side may sing 
those songs. 
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BONE GAME - SL.AHAL 

One Chief Stick Ten counter sticks

-----:�-......;J�::1/f. --�
"""

:::::::�?'J 

----� 

--__,. � ' 
--.:. � � --. 

Passing the Bones
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CONDUCTING AN 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG 



Conducting An Archaeological Dig ( a culminating activity) 

Objectives: 

1. To familiarize students with what an archaeological dig is.
2. To familiarize students with the tools used in a dig and the procedures

followed.
3. To define the purpose of a dig (it reveals a story with clues from the past).
4. To familiarize students with the laws that regulate digs.
5. To teach respect and need to protect such ancient sites.
6. Students demonstrate their knowledge by participating in a simulated dig

and creating their own dig.

Method: 

1. Choose a familiar story such as, "Goldilocks and the Three Bears", or a
familiar location such as the classroom or school grounds. Read stories from
Ellen White's, "Kwulesulewat".

2. Have students draw a story map, classroom map, etc. depicting the location,
labelling important areas.

3. Have students project themselves into the future. Using their maps as
guides, have students discuss what clues might remain in this location to tell
someone in the future what happened in the past?
What materials were left behind?
How might they appear now?
What clues do these artifacts reveal about the area in the past?
What were the people like?
What was their lifestyle? etc.

4. Define and discuss the meaning of an archaeological dig.
What was its purpose?
Discuss laws regulating digs.
Discuss how a dig was organized.
Have students list the tools that might be used.
Discuss the actual tools that were used and how.

5. Look at a map of ancient summer and winter home sites and discuss why
each location was used.

6. Discuss and list what artifacts might remain at such sites giving us clues to
the past.

7. Teacher prepares a dig outside in the longjump pit. Have students
participate in the dig and demonstrate and discuss the procedures to follow
(methods of digging, measuring, recording etc.) Analyze artifacts uncovered
and develop with the students a theory of what this dig site reveals about the
past.
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8. Have students list possible Salish artifacts that might be discovered today at
a dig site. Guide discussion so many possibilities are discussed.

9. Have students give examples of what might be found at:

-> a fishing site 
-> a hunting site 
-> longhouse site (winter dwelling) 
-> a lean-to site (summer dwelling) etc. 

10. Students are divided into groups of four and must choose one of the sites
listed above. They must develop a list of artifacts that might be found at this
site. They are given one week to reproduce and gather at least ten items that
could be discovered at this site. They develop an accompanying "story" from
the past that a dig on this site might reveal. They must not tell anyone
outside of their group the details of their work (artifacts may be made from
playdough, rocks, bones, plasticine, wood, etc.).

1 L The students prepare a dig site using the 1

1artifacts 11 they have gathered
(made) on a field trip to the beach.

12. When each group has prepared their dig site they trade sites with another
group.

13. Each group conducts a dig using the methods that have been previously
discussed. They record and analyze their findings and share information with
the class. Retell the story.

A Simulated Dig: Directions for the Teacher 

1. Assemble materials for students' archaeological investigation:

small trowels 
whisk brooms 
fine brushes for very fine work 
note pads 
camera 
string to mark off squares of site (if outside use 
grid)(two meter) 
compass 
dust pans 
paper bags 
labels 
screen 
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2. I terns to uncover:

- Salmon vertebrae (place beside fire site).
-Shells (small pile of mussel or clam shells. A pile is not found in nature and
must have been placed that way by humans).
- Deer bones; cracked to show marrow removed (chicken bones may be
substituted)
-Antler tine: rubbed on sandstone to produce wedge shape.
-Shell; with hole to be strung as an ornament.
-Slate fragments.
-Small igneous rocks, not sandstone or granite. These should be fire
blackened. About ten and approximately the size of golf balls.
-Sandstone slab; used as abrader or rubber.
-Fire ashes.

On an outdoor site prepare ahead of class a small fire in a 
ring of rocks. Place "cooking rocks" beside fire place. Beside fire leave some fish 
bones. Leave others in a little pile further away. Two people shared a fish. 

Beside abrader or sandstone rubbing stone leave the antler tine. "The man was 
malring a tool. 11 

Also leave the shells in a casually scattered area but close to the two work sites. 
The deer bones also should be placed close to the rock where they were cracked. 

After the fire has burned out leaving only ashes and charcoal, record on paper the 
location of every item and how many, then cover area with sand and wet down. 
Have students dig site marking items from datum point. They record everything. 
You the teacher, have a record of where everything was placed. Students are 
marked on care in uncovering and on recovering all items. An item missed in a 
quadrant is a mark off for that group. 
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A Student Archaeological Dig 

It is against the law for untrained people to dig a midden site without permission 
and without the direction of the Provincial Archaeologist at the Provincial Museum. 
But, it is possible to practice a simulated dig. This may be done in a classroom 
sandbox or outside in a small patch of garden area. 

The required materials are pails to move sand, small trowels, whisk brooms, note 
pads, camera (if desired) and string to mark off the site, compass, screens, dust 
pans, and paper bags with labels. 

Your teacher will have buried several artifacts for you to uncover carefully and to 
record. From one corner, the datum point, of the site or sandbox measure each item 
found as north or south, east or west of the datum point. Decide where magnetic 
north is by using the compass. 

Carefully scrape the sand away from a two-foot or meter square, doing a little at a 
time. Never dig straight down. Just scrape the surface. Using the trowel, scrape 
the sand into the dust pan. Watch always for very small items like fish vertebrae or 
backbones. Place the loose sand in the bucket for later sifting with the screen to 
make sure there are no small items. If one is found, record from which area it was 
taken. 

As the hole deepens you will eventually come upon an artifact, perhaps some small 
fire-scorched rocks (cooking rocks) perhaps a shell with a small hole indicating an 
ornament, perhaps a slate knife blade. When you expose any item work slowly and 
carefully with the brush. Do not use the trowel for this stage of the work as it might 
scratch the artifact. After the item is exposed record its location in distance north or 
south, east or west, of the datum stake and depth from the surface. While still in 
place, take a photograph. This is best done on an outdoor site. 

Carefully remove the artifact and place it in a brown paper bag with a label to 
record the site in which it was found, the date, who found it, its location at the site 
and what the item is. Describe it carefully. 

Never ignore bones or shells if found. Try to identify these as they show what the 
people used as food. Store these in paper bags also. 

Archaeologists or people who dig for information about how people lived long ago do 
much more careful work than this, but the exercise will give you an idea of the 
careful work and recording necessary for the archaeologist to reconstruct how people 
once lived at that place. If you want to know more about the work of archaeologists, 
ask your school librarian or the public librarians to help you find a suitable book 
Visit the Nanaimo Centennial Museum to see a film of archaeologists working at 
Departure Bay. 
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SITE OBSERVATION RECORD 

Artifact Found 
------

Reporter Date 
Observer _______ _ 

------

Other Observer Location 

1. What are the measurements of the site? (Use tape measure or pace off the
site).

2. List what necessary requirements are handy to the site. Things necessary for
people living there.

3. In what direction are food gathering resources?
for men? for women?

4. What is the condition of the site today? Is it in need of protection and from
what does it need protecting?

5. To whom did you report your find?
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ARTIFACT RECORD 

Description: 

Site: Date: 
-------- --------

Pit No. 
-------

Depth: _______ _ 

Location: 

____ m ____ cm of Datum 
-------

Remarks: 

Recorded by: _____ _ Field No. 
------
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Conducting an Archaeological Field Trip 

Teacher's Directions for a Field Trip to Visit an Archaeological Midden. 

1. Pre-field trip questions for classroom discussion:

a) Why did people settle on a particular site?
What was needed to maintain a village community?

i) Fresh drinking water.
ii) Good beach to land canoe.
iii) Suitable wood for housing (cedar).
iv) Sand bars where shellfish could be dug to sustain people at 

times of scarcity. 
v) Good view to east and open strait to watch for visitors or 

enemies or to welcome the early morning sunshine. 
vi) Good hunting in vicinity.
vii) Camas and other plant gathering areas .

... viii) Protection from cold winds. 

b) Prepare to visit a site. What does a person look for as the area may
now be changed?

i) Signs of rock clearing for canoe landings on beach in front of a site.
ii) Area of grass meadow with trees at rear. Trees do not grow readily on

midden material. 
iii) Midden or tel, which is a deposit of household garbage, lying parallel to

beach. This may show as a small rise or flat-topped hill compared to 
surrounding area. 

iv) The soil of the midden area is black, and may show as stratified
deposits. The material will also have heavy deposits of clam and mussel 
shells, plus fire-cracked and scorched rocks. The rocks may be a different 
type than those normally found in the vicinity. The cooking rocks may have 
been brought from a distance. Remember, do not disturb the midden. These 
village middens are history deposits that can be read like a book. Should you 
find other midden sites, report their locations to the Provincial Museum and 
to the local band office. When it is time to dig and read the midden, students 
can be a great help with many of the jobs. 

v) Look for areas similar to this sketch parallel to the beach:

• •

. . . 

-
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The head of Nanoose Harbour and the area south of the present 
Nanoose village site are middens and other such midden is located at 
Departure Bay. It is one of the very oldest village sites of the Nanaimo 
people. Today the area has a park and roadway built over the site. Behind 
the sire are a store and homes. Visit the site and trace out on squared paper 
the area of the site. Note that the land is a foot or two lower on the west side 
of the road than on the right side when one is travelling north. Why is this? 

vi) Locate the fresh water supplies. Mark them on the paper grid. Mark
the possible food resource areas close at hand. 

While on the site record carefully the required items that make for a good village 
site. Record the date you visited the site, who was with you as another observer and 
the condition of the site. Later record to whom you reported the find. 

From the area of the site gather samples of foods available to early inhabitants. 
Example - clams or berries. Look for camas meadows. 

Contact Nanaimo Centennial Museum for films and artifact displays of excavation 
of Skitup site (Departure Bay). 
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1960 ARCH£0LOOICAL AND HISTORIC Srna 
PlOTECTIOS. 

CHAPTER 2. 

An Act for the Protection of Arclueo1ogical and 
Historic Sites and Obj�tt. 

[Assented to 18th March, 1960,1 

H
ER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and (;(IDSCllt ot the
Legislative Assembly of the Provin� of Brldsh Columbia, enact.s 

as follows:-
Short 1m1, 1. This Act may be cited a.s the Archaok,glcol and Hi.rtorlc Sites

Protection Act, 1960. 

tnecnm:tadon. 2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise require5,
"IU'chieologic:a.l site" means an arch�ologlcal site designated aa 

such under �tiOA 3; 
" historie site " meam a historic site designated a.s SU(;D. under 

section 3; 
" archmological object " means any obj�t in or from u atclla::o

logicsl site; 
" historic object " means any object ot historical significance found 

in or on a hatoric site; 
" Minister " means the member of the Executive Council charged 

for the time being with the adm.tnistration of this Atti 
" permit " means a valid and subeistmg permit issued under this 

Act. 

3. (1) The Minister may designate any
(l) 1.ndian kitchen-midden;
(ii) Indian shell-heap;

(ill) Indian house-pit;
(iv) Indian cave:
(v) other lndillII. habltati011;

(vi) calm;
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AcCll.l!JiUon 
ot,1111. 

Proh.lbltloiit. 

r.v.i.ot 
PG'lllli.. 

ARCH.£0LOOJCAL AND fiISTOIUC Srtts 
PROTECTtON', 

(vii) mound;
(viii) forti.dcation;
(ix) structure;
(x) palntillg or earring on rock;

(xi) grave or other burial-place; or
(xll) other prehistoric or historic remain

as an archieologlcal site. 
(2) The Minister may designate any site, parcel of land, or structure

of historical sigll.tlicance a& a historic site. 

4. (1) The Mlnister may, with tho con.sent of the Lieutl!nant
Govemor in Council and on behalf of Her Majesty, acqu..irc, by purchue, 
gift, or otherwise, any e.rchamtogical or hutoric site or object. 

(2) The Mmlster shall pay as compensation to the owner of any
arcrueological or historic site or object acquired under subm:tioo ( 1) 
an amount to be fixed by the Lleutenant-Oovernor in Council. 

I 

5. (1) No person shall lalOWU1&J.y destroy; desecrate. deface, move.
excavate, or alter in any way tm archa:ologica1 or historic slte or remove 
or cause to be removed therefrom any archs:ological or historic object, 
except to the extent that ho is authoriz.ed to do so by a valid and sub
sisting perm.it issued under this Act. 

(2) No person shall knowingly destroy, desecrate, or alter any burial
place in the Province, or remove therefrom any skeletal remains; e.xcept 
to the extent that he ts authorized to do so by a valid and subsisti1lg 
pennit Issued under this Act. 

(3) No person shall Jmowillgly destroy, defa(:e, or otherwise alter
any Indian pauiting or carving on rock. 1n the Province, except to the 
extent that he is authorized to do so by a valid and subsisting permit 
issued under this Act. 

( 4) No person shall knowingly destroy, deface, or otherwise alter,
• excavate, or dig bl any Indian kitchen-midden, shell-heap, house-pl£.
cave, or other habitation site, or any cairn, mound, f ortific:atioa, or other
structure, or any other archaological remain on CroWD lands, whethct
designated as an arch:eologlcal site or not, UJ1der the provbiom ot this
Act; except to tho extent that he ii authorized to do so by a valid and
subsisting permit issued under this Act.

' 

8. ( 1) Upon appllcad011 made to him in wrltiog, the Mlmster may
issue a permit to any pcnon to excavate or alter an archeological aite 
and remove arc:haological objects therefrom, �r to remove, mcne, or 
alter a historic site and icmove historic objects therefrom. 

(2) The Minister may limit a permit u to time and location, may
require suc:h reports a.she deems proper, and may impose such other 
tmns and conditions as be comldera proper. 

(3) The Minister may cancel a permit at any time.
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1960 AI.CUOLOOlCAL AND HlSTOIUC Sins 
PROTECTION. 

coaae111 u:, tt:14 '1. ( 1 ) A �non shall not excavate or alter an archs:olomcal or
CODIPOIISltiOD r- er 

=.miom, historic site or remove any archll!ological or historic object therefrom
:!:r:.�a.11. without the consent in writing of the o'W?let of such s.ite ot object. 

Sti&Urt of 
Object&. 

(2) When. as a result of excavation or alteration of an archicologic:al
or historic sita or the removal therefrom of an archs:ological or historic 
object, ic is shown that the value of the interest of any penon in any 
site, parcel of land, building, or structure affected thereby is diminished, 
the person can:ying out or causing to be carried out the excavation, 
alteratioa, or Rmoval shall pay to such person in respect of such diminu
tion in value such compensation as may be mutually agreed upon or, in 
the absence of agreement, an amount to be assesl!ed upon appllcation 
to a Judge of the Supreme Court. 

8. ( 1) Any arch&ologica.I or historic object that Is ta.ken by a person
who is not a permit•holder or by a permit-holder in contravention of bis 
permit may be seized by a person authorized to do so by the Minister 
and turned over to and depositl!d 1n such public institution as the Minister 
may designate. 

(2) The Minister may direct that any archll!Olog:ieal or historic: object
or material taken under the authority of a permit be turned over to and 
deposited in such public institution as he may designate. 

(3) The Min.istcc may direct that any Indian skeletal remains in the
possession of a private individual be turned over to and deposited in 
such public: institution as he may designate. 

Pe�1tr. 9. A person who contravenes any provision of this Act or a permit
or direction of the Minister under this Act is guilty of an ofience and, 
oa summacy conviction, is liable to a penalty of not more than five bun� 
dred dollars or to imprisonment for a term of not more than six 
months, or to both fine and imprisonment.. 

�:3{;.;' a.ad 10. Whenevec, in the opinion of the Mi.n.ister, any prehistoric or his
MCUuraa. toric remain, whether or not designated as a part of an archa:ological or 

historic site under this Act, is threatened with destruction by reason of 
commercial, industrial. or other activity, the Minister may require the 
pcr,on.s undertaking the activity to provide for adequate investigation, 
recording, and salvage of �ological or historic objects threatened 
with destruction as the Minister may direct. 

Notlt:ts. 11. The Minister may make provision for the mction and main-
tenance on or near any ucha:ological or historic site of an appropriate 
notice referring to this Act. 

A1rc1m111u. 12. The Minister may make provision or enter into agreement with
other authorities to develop any atcha:ological or historic: site as a. per
manent monument by the er�tion of appropriate buildings, c:airns, 
notices, or by other means. 
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CHAP. 2 

lta1ul11tloa1. 

lt1p,:1l. 

Al\clt4Ioux;1CAL AND HlSTOlHC Srns 
PROTECTION. 

8-9 Et1z. 2 

13. ( 1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council, upon the recommen4 

dation of the Minister, may establish an Advisory Board or Boards to 
advise and make recommendations to him on any or all matters to 
which this Act refers or arising out of the operation thereof. 

(2) A:n.y Advisory Board or Boards established under subsection {1)
ahall include the Director of the J?rovincial Museum o! Natural History 
and Anthropology or his representative, the Provincial Archivist or his 
representative, and a representative from the appropriate department of 
the University of British Columbia, or any two of them. 

(3) The members of the Advisory Board or Boards shall serve
v.ithout remuneration, but each member shall be paid his proper uavel
ling and other e:tperues incurred in the work of the Board or Boards. 

14. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make such regulations
and orders not inconsistent with this Act as art necessary to carry out 
the provisions of this Act according to their obvious intetlt or to meet 
any cases that arise and for which no provision is made in this Act, and, 
without restricting the generality of the foregoing, may make regulations 
or orders 

{a) nominating that member of the Executive CoUD.cil who shall 
be the Miruster charged with the admi.nisttation of this Act; 

(b) appointing the members of the Advisory Board or Boards,
fixing the number of members of such Board or Boards, fixing
the term of office of the members, and prescribing the quorum
and procedure at meetings of the Boa.rd or Boards;

( c) approving orders made by the Minister as provided herein.

15. The Historic Objects Preservation Act, being chapter 145 of
the Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1948, is repealed, but each 
site declared to be a " historic object ., under that Act is an archa?ological 
or historic site v.ithin the meaning of this Act. 

18. Any expenses incurred in the administration of this Act during
the fiscal year ending on the thirty-6.rst day of March, 1961, shall be a 
charge on and paid out of the ConsoJidated Revenue Fund. 

Prlnttd 117 Doi< McD1AaMa,, Print.tr to lbt Quccil's Mott hMUetit Maj-.cy 
In rlaht of lM ProT!lk,: ot lrldt� ColUfflbl&. 

1� 

An updated version can be obtained through the Legislative Library Reference 
Desk, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. 
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APPENDIX WITH MASTERS 



Card #1 - <Side A} 

Respect for Elders 

Elders are mostly people who have lived a long time. They have 

an especially strong and powerful inner spirit. Being close to an 

Elder can strengthen the spirit of others around them. Elders use 

their experience and knowledge to help others solve problems. They 

advise and guide people through difficult times and are honoured and 

respected for their great wisdom and understanding. 



Card #1 · <Side B} 

Who are the Elders? 

- generally people who have lived a long time and have acquired knowledge helpful to others.
- they have an especially strong and powerful inner spirit
- being close to an Elder can strengthen the inner spirit of others around them.
- they are usually kind, helpful, wise, but forceful in expression and action.
- Elders are leaders, teachers, guides, counsellors, doctors, judges, and spiritual leaders.

Why are they honoured and respected 

- they have empathy and a deep compassion and understanding of the problems of others.
- often they have overcome great hardships and use their experience and knowledge to help others realize

their inner strength and potential.
- they advise and guide people through difficult times.
- they are honoured and respected for their wisdom, knowledge and special abilities.
- they are great teachers and problem solvers.
- they are committed to helping others.

How is Respect Shown for an Elder? 

- in an Eider's presence, others are quiet and respectful.
- respect is demonstrated by never looking an Elder directly in their eye, but rather looking down or to

one side.
- pointing a finger or raising a voice at an Elder is not permitted as these are signs of aggression.
- Elders are held in a position of honour at all times.
- during feasts Elders are always served first
- an Elder' s needs are taken care of before all others.
- Elders are valued as contributing members of the community.

What Do Elders Do? 

- Elders are special people that others tum to in times of need.
- Elders are patient with others.
- Elders are good listeners and offer support and advice.
- Elders are understanding and empathetic and help others solve problems.
- Elders provide knowledge, guidance, advice, support, and direction to the young.
- Elders are always there in times of need.
- Elders set examples.
- Elders share their knowledge.
- Elders help others to realize their potential and to develop pride and confidence in themselves.



Card #2 - <Side Al

Listening 

Listening was a very important skill for all Salish people. They 
did not learn life's lessons in a classroom. They learned how to sur

vive by listening to the Elders who were their teachers and by experi

encing things for themselves. They learned from their environment 

which was their classroom. 



Card #2 · <Side Bl 

Survival 

- Salish people learned from Elders by being careful listeners.
- Elders taught the young people how to hunt, fish, gather and preserve food, build homes, make tools,

clothing and how to provide for themselves and their families to ensure survival.
- young people learned under the guidance of Elders by following their examples.
- at age 14 or 15 most young people had learned enough survival skills to be valuable contributors to the

family economy.
- often after the main meal Elders would demonstrate skills such as wool spinning or net making and tell

stories.

History 

- Eider's stories and legends taught the young people about their history.
- legends not only told of the past but also taught important life lessons to help the younger generation

understand and appreciate values and traditions that could be related to present times.
- many stories included a moral and set examples of behavior and attitudes that the younger generation

was expected to learn.
- families had special stories about their personal history that the Elder would relate.
- everyone listened quietly while the Elders spoke.
- knowledge was passed on to the younger people through careful listening to the Elders.



Card #3 - <Side Al 

Cooperation 

Cooperation among all Salish people was important for their sur

vival. Men and women worked together side by side helping one 

another. Many hands were needed to raise the posts and roof beams 

of a house, to hunt for, gather and preserve food and to off er protec

tion, safety, security and support. Salish people understood that they 

needed to help one another and depended on each other for survival. 
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Why Cooperation was Vital to the Survival of the Salish People. 

- for survival.
- to provide protection, support, security.
- to build homes.

- to fall large trees for use in canoe and house building.
- to hunt for, gather, and preserve food.
- to provide support during difficult times such as death.
- to provide support during celebrations, births, naming ceremonies, potlatching.
- to settle differences.
- to pass on knowledge and values.
- for trading purposes.
- all of these activities required the cooperation of everyone.
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Sharing 

Coast Salish people understood the importance of sharing. Each 

Salish person had a special gift, skill or talent that they shared among 

their people. Hunters and fishermen shared their catch. Weavers 

shared blankets and clothing. Tool makers shared tools. Elders 

shared knowledge. Children shared their joy of living and learning. 

They depended on each other to share their special skills in order to 

survive. 
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Sharing was �ntial to the survival of the Coast Salish People 

- food was shared.
- when a hunter caught a deer it was shared by all as were fish, herbs, medicines, vegetables, etc.
- people developed special skills such as basket weaving, tool making, etc. with the finished products

being shared.
- fishing and hunting areas were shared among families.
- during difficult times more prosperous families shared with the less fortunate to ensure everyone's

survival.
- special information and knowledge was shared among families.
- homes were shared among members of the extended families.
- responsibility for the provision of life's necessities was shared by all people.
- everyone, young and old, contributed to the survival of all.
- tribes from different areas traded their goods to accommodate their needs (eg. camas bulbs or medicines

were traded for mountain goat hair from Sechelt).
- sharing was not done with the lazy.
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Non-Interference 

Coast Salish people lived together with members of their ex
tended families sharing the same house. It was very important that 

each member of the household respect everyone's right for privacy. 
Coast Salish people did not use the belongings of another person 

without permission. Families living together sometimes had disa

greements. The Elders acted as judges to help solve the problems. 

Other people did not interfere. 
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Privacy 

- many people in the extended family shared the same house and it was important for all to respect each
other's privacy.

- when families had disagreements no one interfered except the Elders who acted as judges and settled
matters.

- young people obeyed requests from older siblings and adults.
- nosiness was discouraged.
- self-discipline was required to maintain non-interference.

Belongings 

- it was important for Coast Salish people to respect each others belongings and possessions were never
borrowed without the owner's permission.

- if an item was damaged or lost the owner's family would have to go without until it could be replaced
(tools etc. took special skills and a long time to make and everything was valued and carefully main

tained).
- borrowing rights were only granted to those ready to learn the skills required to properly use and care

for the item.
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Extended Family 

Coast Salish families extended beyond grandparents, parents, 

brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, and cousins. When a couple married 

the relatives of both the man and the woman became members of the 

extended family. Every family member connected to the couple was 

now related. 
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Extended Family 

- extended family consisted of grandparents, parents, siblings, aunts, uncles, cousins, their families and all
relatives connected through marriage.

- distant relatives were often met at potlatches.

- if a person married someone from a distant tribe he/she acquired fame (the greater the distance, the
greater the fame).

- marriages to members of distant tribes provided more opportunities for new trading connections.
- extended family members provided support, knowledge, friendship, help etc.
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Know Yourself 

Coast Salish people believed that the Creator gave each person a 

special gift, talent or skill. Elders guided young people through 

many experiences as they tried to discover what their unique gift was. 

It was important for each young person to know and develop his/her 

abilities and gifts and to respect other people's talents. 
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Know Yourself 

- each person was unique with special gifts being granted to them by the Creator.
- young people developed their skills as they grew up.
- during their teens young people participated in rites of passage.
- girls went to a special place at the back of the house and were often tended to by an aunt Usually the

father's sister or cousins brought food and water, helped bathe the girl and counselled her in the change
to womanhood.

- boys went into the woods to fast, pray, practice survival skills.
- during this isolation period spirit helpers would guide young people in the identification of their special

gifts and talents.
- after feasting, ritual bathing in cold, running water, scrubbing the body with hemlock boughs and pray
ing , young people would discover their "gift" during a dream state (eg. if they saw or heard a wood

pecker this could be interpreted as a sign that they should become a carver or canoe builder, a vision of
a wolf might mean they should become a hunter).

- this dream experience was a very private matter and it was only shared with an Elder who helped inter

pret the "message".
- sometimes if many visions were experienced it might mean that the person had the special insight to

become a "shaman" or doctor.
- this journey toward self-knowledge was an important rite of passage for all young people and was taken

very seriously.

Coast Salish History 

Lesson #1 Values 

Objectives: 
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Respect for Elders 
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Listening 
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Cooperation 
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Sharing 
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Non-Interference 
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Extended Family 
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Know Yourself 
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